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Most Consumers Don’t Know

 It is impossible to tell oak 
infusion methods without 
intimate knowledge of the 
wine production



Proof of Consumers Acceptance

 Purchase = Acceptance



Barrels – The Traditional Standard

 Many quality cooperages
 Desirable flavor profiles
 Storage containers, natural micro-ox, and concentrator 
 Re-use
 Tradition/Aesthetics
 Familiarity
 Potential drawbacks

 Cost
 Labor
 Facilities space
 Sanitation
 Ullage/leakers
 Red fermentation on oak
 Set surface area/extraction rate



Marketing Against Alternatives

 Barrels = Superior quality
 Wine cost = Quality
 Chips = Cheap/Cheating/Deception
 Semantics

 “Chips” = Term for all barrel 
alternatives

 “Oak alternatives”

 Illegal to use in AOC wines
 Tradition



StaVin Products

Granular

Segments

Chips
Beans

Stave Fan Pack

Barrel Replica Barrel Insert



StaVin - (R)evolution In Toasted Oak

 Traditional nostalgic fire toasted aromas and flavors
 Predictive oak trials
 Versatility 

 Use in red fermentations, extraction timeline, custom 
blends, quickly adjustable concentration 

 Sanitation of  stainless vs. barrels
 Reduced cost

 Materials
 Labor
 Ullage

 Potential drawbacks
 Tradition/Aesthetics/Marketing
 Learning curve and effort – product choice, rates, 

micro-oxygenation  
 Reduced concentration if  done entirely in stainless



Marketing For Alternatives

 Cost
 Increased flexibility/control
 Increased wine quality/sanitation
 Environmental consciousness



Who Are The Consumers

Constellation Brands 2005



“I don’t know a lot about wine, but I 
know what I like and I buy the same 
things all the time. I don’t care where 
the wines come from, and I don’t 
know why anybody would. I always 
buy the same brand and I’m happy 
with that. When I go to a restaurant 
I always order the house white zinfande

74% female
Average age 52

38% college degree
Lower income 

($53K)
2.2 glasses wine 

per week

“I don’t care where the wines come from; and, I 
don’t know why anybody would.  I always buy the 
same brand; and, I’m happy with that. When I go to 
a restaurant, I always order the house white 
zinfandel.”Satisfied Sippers:

• Least likely to enjoy shopping for or discovering new wines
• Look for names they recognize and brands with which they’re 
experienced
• Wine is not a significant part of their socializing 
• Very loyal to the brands they like with a skew toward White 
Zinfandel wine

Surprise Fact: They are not knowledgeable about wine; and, 
they’re not open to advice from staff or reviews/ratings. 

Differentiating Need: A sensible choice they can feel 
comfortable with serving to friends and family.

Satisfied Without Oak



68% female
Average age 50 

42% college degree
Middle income 

($56K)
3.0 glasses wine 

per week

“I was raised on traditional values.  When I’m 
shopping for wine, I end up buying the tried 
and true because I know I enjoy it and can 
count on it.”

Traditionalists:
• Much more likely to purchase familiar wines from 
established wineries and wines with which they are familiar
• Say their values have gotten more traditional over the years
• Feel that wine makes an occasion more formal 
• Enjoy entertaining and prefer staying in to going out

Surprise Fact: Traditionalists are unlikely to try a brand of 
which they’ve never heard.

Differentiating Need: To feel that their wine is made by a 
well-known winery that’s been around for a long time.

Interested in Brand



57% female
Average age 49

59% college degree 
Middle income 

($56K)
3.5 glasses wine 

per week

“I love to shop for wine, to see what’s on sale, or in 
a bargain bin.  I usually have two to four bottles of 
wine on hand and when I get down to two, I’ll go 
buy more.”
Savvy Shoppers:
• Enjoy drinking and shopping for wine
• Believe that good wines need not cost a lot of money
• Like discovering new wines, but have a group of favorites 
• Are less likely to be influenced by wine ratings and advice 
from sales/wait staff

Surprise Fact: While on sale is nice, the Savvy Shopper 
isn’t looking for the lowest possible price.

Differentiating Need: To find a great wine at a great value.

Interested In Price



Alternatives Can Help Minimize Wine 
Cost

French Barrel $750

American Barrel $450

French Staves $54

French Beans $26

Toasted oak Cost/60 gallons



60% female
Average age 46

74% college degree
Highest income 

($76K)
5.1 glasses wine 

per week

Enthusiasts:
• Love the entire wine experience
• Consider themselves knowledgeable about wine 
• Are influenced by wine reviews/ratings and appellation
• Are likely to have 1.5 cases of wine at home

Surprise Fact: 49% have not bought a bottle of wine over 
$15 in the last 6 months.

Differentiating Need: They’re passionate about the entire 
wine experience from researching what they buy to sharing 
their discoveries with friends and family.  

“So much variety to try. I like to look at labels, but I 
also  like to look at Wine Spectator.  I really like to 
entertain,  tasting wine with friends. It’s the best 
experience.”

Perceptions Influenced By Media



Acceptance of Screw Caps

 Research
 Shaping the media dialog
 Focused on improved wine quality



Shaping The Media Conversation
 “Essentially what you're doing is purchasing an unassembled barrel and not 

paying for the packaging.” – Scott McLeod, Coppola,  VWM 2004 
 "We have gone way beyond the issue of cost," said Jeff Runquist, McManis 

WBM 2006
 “We aggressively promote it….I think people need to know, and will be 

interested in hearing the significant technological breakthroughs that are 
allowing us to make better, more consistent wines” Gary Horner W&V 2006

 “Innovative techniques like lees suspension, micro-oxygenation or a judicious 
use of noncoopered oak—allows us to broaden our winemaking horizons 
beyond the homogenous styles that barrels used to shackle us to” Allison 
Crowe, Plata, W&V 2006

 “We have had excellent results with alternative oak methods.  Currently, the 
only alternative we use is tank inserts…it allows us to be very precise in terms 
of the surface area of the oak that we subject to extraction by the wine."
Charlie Tsegeletos, Cline, W&V 2005



“I’m not super knowledgeable about wine but know a 
bit. When I’m not sure what I want, I typically go for 
the one that’s more expensive.”

64% male
Average age 35

62% college degree
Relatively affluent 

($62K)
3.3 glasses wine 

per week

Image Seeker:
• Likes to introduce friends and family to new wines yet tends to view 
shopping for wine as a complex process
• Are likely to seek advice from sales and wait staff and considers 
shelf talkers and wine reviews to be important
• Are concerned about what their wine choices say about them
• Are likely to attend wine tastings and take winery tours

Surprise Fact: They’re insecure in their decision-making process 
and are just as likely to choose wine with sophisticated labels as 
wine with fun, image driven labels.

Differentiating Need: To feel sophisticated on one hand and fun, 
adventurous and trendy on the other hand.



Alternative Use Is Prevalent In 
Expensive Wines

 Higher priced wines are utilizing alternatives
 > $25/bottle, 9% of wineries are considering using 

alternatives
 22 percent of wines priced between $14 and $25 



“There are so many wines on the shelves; it’s so 
confusing. First I try to read the labels, then I’m more 
confused; so, I call over someone who works there to 
help. ”

70% female
Average age 44
Lower income

($51K)
47% college degree

1.7 glasses wine 
per week

Overwhelmed:
• Find shopping for wine complex and worry about making a 
mistake
• They don’t know what wines go with what foods and they don’t 
feel comfortable ordering wine in a fine restaurant
• Are not likely to remember names so they just shop based upon 
the label:  fun ones and sophisticated/traditional ones 
• Are VERY open to advice 

Surprise Fact: They tend to buy the first thing that catches their 
eye and are not loyal to any brand.   

Differentiating Need: Good shelf description or retail/wait staff 
recommendations play a key role in the purchase decision.



Environmentalism 

 100-120 year old tree = five to six barrels
 80% used for structure to act as wine container
 Staves utilize more of the tree
 Staves are able to be toasted on both sides

 Less toasted oak needed per gallon   



Wine Drinkers Are Reasonable
 I imagine the premium wines that now use barrels will still use 

barrels. This [barrel alternatives] is really going to help the plonk 
that is forced into old, stinky (bretty) wood or no wood at all. 
The result will be better wine at the lower end at less cost. The 
outcome will be a greater enjoyment by consumers of better 
wine at a more competitive price. Most consumers won't notice 
the difference. It's good wood economics, too. (Uses more of 
the tree) The dude in the Paris beanery shouldn't fret too much; 
chances are the kind of wines (high-end) he serves will be 
unaffected. Or he'll be able to charge a premium to customers 
that must have truly barrel-aged wine.

- Posted by: Bradley March 29, 2006 on Vinography  

http://www.steepcreek.blogspot.com/�


All Consumers Seek Value

 Value = Quality/Cost
 Barrel alternatives can 

reduce costs while 
increasing quality

 We will focus on 
producing quality



Select Oak Based On Quality

 Cooperage
 Reputation, consistency, quality, 

integrity, customer service
 Seasoning process
 Toasting style

 Tradition Fire Toasting
 Roasting
 Convection
 IR

 Oak origin, species, and growth
 Oak quality and consistency 
 Grain tightness



Alternatives Used in Barrel

 Barrel Inserts
 Coopers install new toasted 

oak to a used barrel

 Barrel Replicas
 Through the bunghole 

solution
 More flexibility for adjusting 

the oak profile

 Infusion tube
 Economical and simple



Prepare Your Tanks

 Install C-rings for attaching 
oak 
 4-5 feet above the tank floor 

for stirred tanks
 3 feet above the tank floor for 

non-stirred tanks
 Stainless chains can be used for 

hanging large amounts of  oak

 Lees stirring system
 Snake, submersible pump, 

rotating rack valve, ect.

 Micro-oxygenation



Barrel Quality Aging in Tank

 Staves
 0.24 sq.ft./gallon = 100% New 

Barrel Equivalent (NBE)
 1 fan pack (44 sq.ft.) = 3 new 

barrels

 Segments
 83#/M (10 g/L) = 100% NBE
 Bagged product

 Micro-oxygenation
 2 ml/L/month

 Batonnage if desired



Economical Aging in Tank

 Toasted oak beans
 25#/M (3 g/L) = 100% 

NBE

 Micro-oxygenation
 2 ml/L/month



Evolve Past Barrel Limitations

 Oak and air during red fermentations
 Accelerated maturation
 Short timeframes 
 Oak customization



Oak and Air During Fermentation

 Building mid-palate
 Adding complexity
 Reducing green character
 Stabilizing color
 Disposable oak additions

 Granular – 0.5-2#/ton 
 Chips – 1-8#/ton

 Fermentation and 
storage on oak
 Beans, segments, staves



Accelerated Oak Maturation

 Aggressive micro-oxygenation 
with toasted oak in tank
 > 3 mg/L/month

 Aged in barrel or tank



Extraction timeline and useful lifespan 
are determined by surface area

 Extraction timeline 
 Granular – Rapid
 Chips – Week(s)
 Beans – months
 Segments/Staves/Inserts – 3 months 

minimum

 Useful lifespan – If  stored 
correctly
 Granular/chips – single use
 Beans – 1 year
 Segments – 1.5 years
 Staves/Inserts – 2 years



Custom Design Your Oak Profile

 StaVin products allow for predictive benchtop trials
 Mix different origins of  oak
 Mix different toast types and levels

 Fire toasted and/or convection toasted

 Adjust the oak concentration
 Match the oak to the wine to your style



A Toasted Oak Paradigm Shift

 What do you see below?

 We are now in Kuhn’s “state of  crisis” point
 New ideas, even once previously discarded, are tried

 Eventually a new paradigm is formed



Special Thanks To

 Jacques Mercier for the invitation
 All of you for attending and participating
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